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Welcome

Become a Tour Guide!

to the Spring 2020 edition of the
Rotokare Bush Telegraph!

Passionate about native wildlife and sharing that passion with others?
Become a Tour Guide at Rotokare!

We would like to acknowledge those
who’ve made contributions over the
past few months.
THANK YOU:
Traffic Management Solutions
(TMS)—for 2x Pāteke crossing road
signs and road cones
Geoff Marx—for 1x Estwing hammer
Anonymous—for 2x Estwing hammer
Mark Bellringer—for a Panasonic
Lumix digital camera
Win Kerr—for donating a stapler gun

We’re looking for enthusiastic nature-lovers with
good people skills to join our volunteer whānau
as tour guides (day and/or night tours). All tour
guides receive guide training, and opportunities
to learn more about native wildlife and the
reserve, lots of time meeting rare and
endangered species with the community, and a
chance to be a part of the loving and supportive
Rotokare whānau. No previous experience
required but prior teaching or guiding experience
would be a plus.

Sounds like something you’d love to do?
Get in touch with Ash at
educator@rotokare.org.nz / 06 764 8500

Trainee Ranger: Mike Quartly
A big welcome to our 2020-21 Summer Trainee Ranger Mike Quartly! Originally

Daphne Smith—for donating 2x wasp from Christchurch, Mike was a panel beater in his past life before he received a
traps
call from the wild. His love for the

outdoors and his yearning to

The Larcom Family—for donating contribute to conservation led him to
materials for seats and desks in the
join NMIT’s Kaitiaki Whenua Trainee
new Bush Classroom
Amorini NZ Ltd—for sponsoring new
seats and tabletops for our operations
room, and Alan Skilling at Mitre10 for
organising them

Support us through Givealittle to
supplement our efforts and ensure
the continued protection of hihi,
tīeke, kiwi, pāteke, and other
precious species at Rotokare

Ranger programme in June. Being a
part of the bigger conservation picture
gives Mike great joy and purpose.
We're glad to have him working with
the team over the summer, arguably
our busiest time of the year with it
being breeding season for birds,
h ig h e r visit o r n u mb e rs, a n d
heightened vigilance around pests.
Welcome to the family, Mike!
Rotokare Scenic Reserve Trust
Follow us for news and stories

Rotokare Scenic Reserve Trust
PO Box 33, Eltham 4353

Rotokare Update
Sanctuary Biodiversity Success
Restoring a native ecosystem to
indigenous dominance and full
species compliment is a
significant and long-term goal for
any sanctuary, ultimately a vision
that could spans hundreds of
years into the future.
Reintroducing missing species is
a major component of this work
and provides the most
conspicuous measure of success
alongside the flourishing recovery
of the existing habitat and
species.
The timeline of Rotokare’s
biodiversity achievements (right)
demonstrates significant success,
including three species returned to Taranaki after long periods of regional extinction and two species that have
been translocated from the sanctuary so far, and highlights the Trust’s vision of the sanctuary’s purpose for the
region. These are exciting milestones, worth the many years of fundraising and hard work. Underpinning this is
sanctuary priority #1—the daily work of maintaining a pest-free environment. Recognition of this (see below) is
important, as no amount of fundraising and effort would enable a species to be reintroduced otherwise.
We are currently working on a 5-10 year species reintroduction strategy that includes several potential species
to be returned to Taranaki with the express desire that these populations at Rotokare ultimately seed dispersal
throughout our region—a source-site ready for Taranaki’s introduced predator-free future.

Awards Recognition

Rotokare wins NZ Biosecurity Award

(L-R) Simon Collins (Sanctuary Manager), Fiona Gordon
(Conservation Manager), Mike Slater (DOC Deputy Director-General,
Operations), Allen Juffermans & Deborah Clough (Trustees)

We were thrilled and humbled to win the Department
of Conservation Community Kahiwi Award for
established projects/initiatives category at the New
Zealand Biosecurity Awards on 16th November 2020.
The judges noted that our community-owned and
community-driven project galvanised an entire
community’s attitude towards the Reserve, and that
the Trust plays a vital community education role,
facilitating encounters with species and wildlife
experts, and providing a hub for community
conservation and biosecurity
activities.

The national award recognises the ambition and determination of our community in
creating and sustaining a pest-free sanctuary and is a celebration of our dedicated
volunteers that have made Rotokare’s success possible. It is hugely rewarding to see
Rotokare acknowledged as a standout project inspiring other initiatives and
communities in their own efforts.

Reserve Update
Biodiversity

TKKR

Kiwi Update
All five male kiwi translocated to the Totara
block from Rotokare in June are incubating
eggs, with at least three chicks having
hatched so far. The other nests are being
monitored by TKKR (Taranaki Kōhanga Kiwi
at Rotokare, a collaborative partnership
between Taranaki Kiwi Trust and Rotokare)
and South Taranaki Forest & Bird. Inside
Rotokare, four monitored males are currently
TKKR Kiwi Ranger Doddy and kiwi Marceau with Rotokare Ambassadors incubating eggs with chicks expected to
and their families on a routine health check
hatch out in the new year. Planning is
underway for the next round of kiwi translocation work which will begin in March 2021 and will see around 50
kiwi in total being released to three different sites.
Hihi / Stitchbird Update
The hihi breeding season is off to a great start with the first eggs of the season being laid around 12 th October
and the first chicks hatching around 30th October. We currently have 10 active nests with at least 19 eggs, of
which 6 have hatched. 4 chicks have been banded so far, with more to come as the season progresses.

Biodiversity Update

Mātātā / Fernbird and Pūweto / Spotless Crake Update
The annual survey for the cryptic fernbird and spotless crake took place on 24 th November. The team used non
-powered boats to survey the lake, noting the presence of these birds by sight and by hearing their calls to
gauge the health of their populations. There have been three translocations of fernbird from Rotokare to other
sites; these surveys give the team confidence that we have wetland birds to spare should we receive other
requests.
Sanctuary 5 Minute Bird Counts (5MBC)
The 5MBC is a common method used to monitor abundance and diversity of forest birds, and are conducted
annually in the sanctuary. This year’s survey was completed over 3 rd-4th December; the results will give us
insight into how the composition of birds in Rotokare has changed over the years.
Pāteke / Brown Teal Update
Please take care driving in the reserve at night as pāteke have been active around the carpark and lawn area
in the evenings. Warning signs will be installed soon to help with visitor awareness.
Titiwai / Fungus Gnats Update
In October, researchers from Te Papa Museum of
Aotearoa New Zealand visited Rotokare to collect
samples of fungus gnats, an invertebrate whose diversity
and distribution in Taranaki is largely unknown. Shaun
Thompson, an entomologist and member of the fungus
gnat team, gave an informative talk to the Rotokare
whānau about fungus gnats, their relationship with spider
orchids, and how the little critters are important players in
maintaining the forest’s health.
Entomologist Shaun Thompson and Simon talk fungus gnats

Reserve Update
Tracks and Traps

Biosecurity
Tracking Tunnels
A full-sanctuary tracking tunnel run was conducted in October. Fortunately, the cards came back with no
indication of pest prints! A peak-season tunnel run will take place in late December to keep us on top of pest
monitoring. We continue to remain vigilant over the summer, with higher visitor numbers and the start of the
boating season over this time presenting a higher risk for pest incursions. Please check all vehicles before
visiting Rotokare. 36 mice have been caught within the sanctuary this year, which represents the 3rd most
challenging mouse year on record since the initial eradication. We're thrilled to have successfully managed to
re-eradicate mice.

Conservation Dogs
Conservation dog-handler Scott Sambell and his rodent dog
Milly visited Rotokare in mid-October. Their audit showed no
indication of rodents, a fantastic result after months of mouse
control at the reserve. These audits also look at overall
biosecurity systems, providing an independent review of our
operations.

Scott Sambell and rodent dog Milly at Rotokare

Trap Replacement Project
As a mammalian pest-free reserve, biosecurity is top priority and our trapping systems reflect our pest vigilance
strategies. Thanks to funding from WWF-New Zealand and the Tindall Foundation, we are phasing out all our
old traps in the reserve and replace them with new ones—120 DOC 200s and 15 DOC250s are being replaced.

Ops Update

Operations
Operations Room Upgrades
Our operations room has seen a major upgrade with increased storage capacity, easier access of materials,
and better facilities for the Rotokare staff and volunteers. The new changes include:
• New bench tops and seats, sponsored by Amorini New Zealand Ltd.
and organised by Alan Skilling at Mitre10
• New cupboards for easy and efficient storage
• Personal cubbies for volunteers to store gear in
• A new sink with running hot water
• New shelf to hold and charge radios
Staff and volunteers have been working towards this goal for more than a
year to complete this project so we’re stoked to have created an John prepping the corner for the new sink
ergonomic space to call our own! All thanks to a private bequest and a
generous donation from Eltham Vets.

Litchy putting storage units together

The new upgraded operations room in full use by staff and volunteers

Jenny and John setting up the radio shelf

Reserve Update
Rotokare Halo
2020 has been a busy year in the Rotokare Halo. Kane
and the Halo volunteer team have caught 2,668 pests
animals since January, a massive effort on their part. The
lockdown period slowed the catch rate down, with a
noticeable rise in catches post the lockdown. We would like
to thank all our Halo neighbours and the volunteers for
their efforts and continued support in keeping Rotokare’s
surrounding environs trapped.

Rabbit control on Halo farms has been helpful in providing
bait to trap feral cats and mustelids. Our neighbours have
been providing freshly-killed rabbits for the volunteers to
process onsite, ready to use back in the Halo as trap-bait.

Next deployment: 230ha

Halo Update

Halo Expansion Update
Our Halo expansion continues to focus on feral cats and
mustelids, with traps ready to deploy on property to the
south of Rotokare. The volunteers have been working hard
to build and refurbish traps for the Halo. These are almost
ready for deployment.

Next deployment: 450ha

Feral Cat Trapping Update

Feral cats continue to be caught in DOC 250 and SA2 traps across the Halo area—the catch total for 2020 is
112 feral cats. Catch rates have been dropping as the year has progressed—we hope this is an indicator that
our feral cat management plan is working well but we remain cautious and vigilant.
Kiwi Aversion Training for dogs
As part of the ongoing programme to return kiwi to the surrounding environment, the most recent training
session was held on 5th November with 23 dogs in attendance. The training aims to make dogs on
neighbouring farms averse to kiwi. The three sessions this year
were part of the TKKR partnership with Taranaki Kiwi Trust to
return kiwi to the nearby Totara Block. Led by our Site Manager
Kane, and Joe Carson and Ellen Squire from DOC, a total of 74
dogs (a mixture of pets, hunting, and working dogs) have received
and passed kiwi aversion training this year. All dogs will be invited
to a re-training session next year and, if they pass, can move to re
-training once every two years. The first intake of dogs from 2020
will be re-trained in May 2021.
A local dog receives kiwi aversion training
Auroa School’s sound lures on trial in Rotokare’s Halo
Auroa School and its students led an innovative Curious Minds project developing sound lures for traps to
attract stoats, ferrets, and rats. This initiative project won Taranaki Regional Council’s Environmental Action in
Education award, and the school has approached us to test the lures in the Halo. Two traps with sound lures
were placed on a Halo farm in September (one on a DOC200 and the other on a DOC250), with distressed
rabbit sounds being emitted every 5 minutes. We are looking forward to supporting the students with their
project, and hopefully seeing this new tool proving to be effective as an addition to future trapping projects.
Can you help protect our Halo by deploying and checking traps? Contact Kane at 06 764 8500

Education Update

Education and Engagement Update

Senior Ambassadors’ Field Trip
Over 3rd-4th October, Rotokare’s first batch of Senior
Ambassadors went on an excursion to learn more about
ex-situ conservation, captive breeding, and veterinary
care for wildlife. Our first stop was Central Energy Trust
Wildbase Recovery Centre in Palmerston North, where
Support Officer Anthony Braddock showed us around the
animal enclosures, gave a special tour of the food
preparation rooms, updated us on health and safety risk
and hazards for our native wildlife, and gave a
masterclass in basic bird rescue for our eager
Ambassadors. The next day, we visited Pūkaha National
Wildlife Centre at Mount Bruce to learn about collaborative
conservation, kiwi management and the ONE (Operation
Nest Egg) project, and captive breeding of native and
endangered species.

Junior Ambassadors on the Zealandia swing
Senior Ambassadors with Anthony
from CET Wildbase
bridge

Our Senior Ambassador programme was launched as a
trial for graduating Junior Ambassadors who wished to
continue their conservation learning journey at Rotokare. Ambassador Alika assists the Pūkaha guide with eel-feeding
With more Juniors expressing interest in staying in the
programme, we are delighted to announce that the Senior Ambassador programme is now a permanent fixture
in our Youth Ambassador programme.

Want to be a Rotokare Ambassador?
We are scouting for Year 6-7 students who are passionate about learning, doing, and inspiring their peers in
wildlife, conservation, and sustainability for our year-along Youth Ambassador Programme to nurture future
conservationists. For more information on the programme and how to apply,
contact Ash at 06 764 8500 or educator@rotokare.org.nz or check out
our website: www.rotokare.org.nz/Education

Summer School Holiday Programme
Bug Hunt

Survival Game

Race around the lake to
discover taonga

The ultimate game of tag
in the forest

Wednesday 13th January

Tuesday 21st January

10am—12.30pm
All ages welcome

11am—1pm
Ages 8-16

$5 per child

$5 per child

No charge for adults

No charge for adults

Bookings essential

Bookings essential

Community News and Events

If you are keen on construction and track maintenance, fence
maintenance, biosecurity monitoring (tracking tunnels or trap
work), biodiversity monitoring (feeding hihi, feeding pāteke,
bird surveys), education, or helping with public relations,
cleaning, or even donating a cooked meal for our working
bees, then get in touch with us at
volunteers@rotokare.org.nz

Community
Focus

Lake open for powerboating this summer
Lake Rotokare is open to powerboats from 1st December 2020 to
30th April 2021. Visitors are requested to ensure all boats are clean,
dry, and not carrying any weeds or debris from other waterways. As
the lake experiences periodic cyanobacteria blooms, high
cyanobacteria levels make the lake unsafe for swimming and boating: please check the current bacteria levels
before visiting at Environmental data / Taranaki Regional Council (trc.govt.nz). Visitors are also requested to
check carefully for pest animals in vehicles and boats before visiting, and are reminded that dogs are not
allowed inside the sanctuary, not even in vehicles—thanks for your support!
2020 Volunteer Fieldwork and
Working Bees at Rotokare
Education Hours
The awesome team from Contact Energy came out for a volunteer work day
on 15th October and helped us make great progress with some key tasks like
walkway upgrades, track clearing, and ferrying traps up to the fence for
deployment. A huge thank you to the team for their awesome support!
January—614

For more information about volunteering, contact us at 06 764 8500 or
volunteers@rotokare.org.nz

February—642
March—495
April—149
May—490
June—1580
July—838.5
August—437
September—555
October—780
November—730

Support Rotokare this Summer

Rotokare Honey and Rotokare Calendars at $20 each!
Gift the perfect present this Christmas with Rotokare’s delectable honey and fabulous 2021 calendar
and help fund community-led conservation and ecological restoration in Taranaki.
To place orders, please contact Tricia at contact@rotokare.org.nz

Rotokare Wish List

We need your help!

Our wish list contains particulars that would help staff Rotokare works hard to deliver significant conservation
and volunteers with their tasks—we welcome and community outcomes. Give us a hand by:
donations and contributions of the following:
•

Contributing wish list items

• Skill Saw

•

Donating towards current projects

• Fiskars Extended Loppers

•

Volunteering at our Sunday working bees
(9am—12pm, with free lunch!)

•

Becoming “Friends of the Lake” (FOL) with a $30$50 annual donation for news, updates, and invites to
special events

Help Us!

• Pole Loppers

• Portable generator
• Good quality battery drill
• Christmas treats for the awesome volunteers!
• Fridges/freezers (a big ask, we need to upgrade

and increase limited floor space...perhaps it’s time
for industrial fridges & freezers)

Contact us at 06 764 8500 or contact@rotokare.org.nz
Address: PO Box 33, Eltham 4353

Can you or someone you know help?
06 764 8500 or contact@rotokare.org.nz
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